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In connection with multiple tilings of n-dimensional space by unit cubes sharing 
no complete (?I- 1)-dimensional face it is proved that a finite abelian group can be 
multiple factorized by non-subgroup cyclic subsets if and only if it is neither cyclic 
nor the direct sum of cyclic groups of orders p”, p, . . . . p, respectively. C 1990 
Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let G be a finite abelian group written additively and let A,, . . . . A,,, B be 
subsets of G. If each element b of B is expressible in the form 
b=a,+ ... +a,,, ~,EA~,...,u,EA, 
precisely k ways and each sum a, + . . . + a, belongs to B, then we say that 
B is k-factorized by A,, . . . . A,. Let g be a nonzero element of G and q be 
an integer less than or equal to the order of g. The set of elements 
0, g, a?, . ..> (4 - 1) g 
will be called a cyclic set and will be denoted [g, q]. If G is the direct sum 
of cyclic groups of order r L, . . . . r,,,, respectively, then the m-tuple of integers 
(1. i, . . . . Y,,) will be called the type of G. A (k, n)-factorization is a 
k-factorization of a finite abelian group by IZ cyclic subsets. A (k, n)- 
factorization is reducible if there is a subgroup among the factors and 
otherwise it is called irreducible. 
H. Minkowski [3] conjectured and G. Hajos [2] proved that (1, n)- 
factorizations are always reducible. The generalization that (k, n)- 
factorizations are always reducible was proposed by Ph. Furtwangler [l]. 
For n < 3 it was verified in [ 1,2] independently, but the latter exhibited an 
irreducible (9, 4)-factorization as well. Later R. M. Robinson [4] gave all 
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pairs (/E-, ?I) for which there exists an irreducible jk, n)-factorization. 
result is: If IZ < 3, then no such (k, n). If I? =4, then k is divisible by the 
square of an odd prime. If n = 5, then k = 3 or k > 5. If PI 2 5, then K > 2. 
He pointed out that finite cyclic groups have only reducible (k, n)- 
factorizations. However, the problem of giving all groups which have 
irreducible (k, n)-factorization remained unsolved. The main result of this 
paper is the characterization of finite abelian groups which have irreducible 
(ic, n)-factorization: 
THEOREM. Every finite abeiian group except cyciic groups and groups qf 
type Lo”, p, . . . . p), where p is a prime and ~1 is a posiriue irieger. has au 
irreducible (k, PI)-factorization. 
2. THE GEOMETRICAL BACKGROUND 
A (k, n)-cube lattice in n-space is a collection of translates of an 
n-dimensional cube by elements of a vector lattice such that each point of 
the n-space which is not on the border of any cube is covered by exactly 
k cubes. The cube lattice is said to be colunznized if there are two cubes in 
columns. 
There is an intimate one-to-one correspondence between (ic, n)-cube 
lattices and (k, n)-factorizations. Namely, a cube lattice is calumnized if 
and only if the corresponding factorization is reducible. More about this 
connection and the history of the problem can be found in [5]. Our main 
result impiies that (k, n)-cube lattices whose corres onding groups are 
cyclic or of type (p”, p: . . . . p) are always calumnized. 
3. THE PROOF 
The proof is divided into five steps: 
(1) Following [4] we describe a test to check whether a collection of 
cyclic subsets forms a (k, n)-factorization for some k and n, 
(2) To find an irreducible (k, n)-factorization for the group S we 
may restrict the search to the (k, n)-factorizations in which the cardinalities 
of the cyclic sets are primes. It is not clear a priori whether these primes 
divide IGl. We will show that they do. 
(3 ) The (k, n)-factorizations of cyclic groups and groups of type 
( Pa7 P, . . . . p) are reducible. 
(4) Groups of types (p2, p’) and (pt p, qf, where p and q are different 
primes, have irreducible (k, n )-factorizations. 
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(5) The above irreducible factorizations can be extended to all 
groups except cyclic groups and groups of type (p”, p, . . . . p). 
We now present the details. 
(1) Let G be a finite abelian group, let M be a character of G, and 
let [g, q] be a cyclic subset. We say that M is occupied by [g, q] if 
[Mk)Y = 1 and mr) z 1. 
A necessary and sufficient condition that 
cl?13 411+ ... + cgn3 4nl 
should be a (k, n)-factorization of G for some k is that each nonprincipal 
character of G is occupied in at least one of the cyclic sets. (The proof can 
be found in [4, p. 2501.) Note that [g, q] is a subgroup of G if and only 
if qg = 0. Thus if qi gi # 0 for each i, 1 < i < n, then there is no subgroup 
among the cyclic sets; that is, the factorization is irreducible. 
(2) If q is composite, say q = uu, where U, v 2 2, then 
Lg.. 41= cg, ULll = cs, ul + C% VI 
is a l-factorization. If [g, q] is not a subgroup, that is, if qg # 0, then the 
cyclic set [ug, v] cannot be a subgroup since this happens if uug = 0. The 
cyclic subset [g, u] is not a subgroup since lgl > 24. Taking account of these 
observations we may suppose that all cyclic sets in an irreducible factoriza- 
tion have prime cardinalities. Now suppose that 
cg13 PI1 + ... + c&L, PHI 
is a k-factorization of G and that one of the primes pl, . . . . pn, say pl, does 
not divide 1GI. Note that there is no character M of G for which 
CwTI)lP’ = 1 and Wg,) # 1. 
From the equation, it follows that the order of M( gr) divides pr. From 
the equation and the inequation, it follows that the order of M(g,) is pl, 
so that pI would divide the.order of G. This means that there is no charac- 
ter of G occupied by [gi, pI] and so [g,, pI] may be cancelled from the 
factorization. Of course, after this cancellation (k, n) becomes (k/p,, n - 1). 
(3) To prove that a finite cyclic group has only reducible (k, n)- 
factorizations, let G be a finite cyclic group and let 
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be a k-factorization of G. Since G is cyclic there is a character M of G 
which defines an isomorphism between G and a cyclic subgroup of the 
multiplicative group of complex numbers. There must be an i, 1 d id 11: 
with 
[Mg,)lP2= 1 and iwig!) # 1 
But from the first equation it follows that pi upi = 0, that is3 the ith cyciic set 
is a subgroup. 
To prove that groups of type (p”, p, ~~., p), where p is a prime, have on:y 
reducible (k, nj-factorizations, suppose that G is a group of type 
(p”. pY .~.+ pi and 
is a k-factorization of G. 
Now G is the direct sum of subgroups H and L of types (p”.) and 
(p, . . . . p)? respectively. Consider the character RI of G which defines an 
isomorphism between H and a cyclic subgroup of the multiplicative groun 
of complex numbers and which is the principal character over L. Suppose 
that M is occupied by [g,, p], that is, 
and n!qg,j # 1. 
Clearly,gi=h+I, ~IEH, ZEL. Now, l= [M(g,)lP= [_M(h)jP [fW(!j]“== 
[M(h)lP, and so plz = 0. This means that p(h i ib = pg, = 0. Thus [gi, pJ is 
a subgroup. 
(4) Let G be a group of type (p’, p’ j, where p is a prime. To con- 
struct an irreducible (k, n)-factorization of G we will show that there is a 
collection of non-subgroup cyclic subsets of G which occupies ail nonprin- 
cipal characters of G. Let x and y be the basis of G and iet p be a ~rirn~t~ve 
p’th root of unity. The reader can readily verify that the character M of G 
defined by 
M(x) = pa and M-(y) = ph, 
where O<a< p2 - 1, 0 <b< p2 - 1, is occupied by the cyclic set 
[cx + dy, p] if 
p I ca + db and pz j CLI f db. 
Further, this cyclic subset is not a subgroup if 
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The character M is not the principal character if (a, b) # (0,O). Now, for 
each (a, b) # (0,O) we give a pair (c, d) which satisfies (i) and (ii). One of 
the components of (a, b), say a, is nonzero. If p 1 a and a # 0, then let c = 1 
and d = 0. If p j a and b = 0, then let c = p and d = 1. Similar choices can 
be made with a and b interchanged. In the remaining cases both a and b 
areprimetop.Nowletb=pt+s, where ld.s<p-1 andO<t<p-l.If 
t < p - 2, then let c = p - s and d = u, which means that (ii) is satisfied. But 
(i) is also satisfied since 
cu+db=u(p-s)+bu=u(p-s+b)=u(p-s+pt+s)=up(t+l) 
and so cu + db is a multiple of p but not of p’ because a( t + 1) is prime to 
p. If t = p - 1, then let c = 2p - s and d = a. Therefore, 
cu+db=u(2p-s)+bu=u(2p-s+b) 
=u(2p-s+p(p- l)+s)=up(p+ 1). 
We turn to the case of the groups of type (p, p, q), where p and q are 
different primes. Let G be a group of type (p, p, q) with a basis x, y, and 
z of orders p, p, and q, respectively. Let p and 0 be primitive pth and qth 
roots of unity, respectively. Consider the nonprincipal character M of G 
defined by 
M(x) = pa, WY) =A M(z) = cf, 
where O<u,b<p-1 and O<c<q-1. Let g=dx+ey+fi, where 
O<d,e<p-landO<fdq-1. 
The character M is occupied by the non-subgroup cyclic subset [g, p]- 
if 
that is, the following three conditions are fulfilled: 
pIp(du+eb) and 41 PfC 
p[du+eb or qlfc 
PW or ~1 pe or 4lPJ 











Combining (i) and (iii), we conclude that 
c=O [ I’] 
pjdafeb i:li) 
4 ! “f qiiii 
Thus if (a, i7) f (0, 0), c = 0, andf = 1, then the character M is occupied by 
a suitable non-subgroup cyclic subset [g, p]. Indeed, for b z 0, Let d= 8 
and e= 1; for a#O,.let d=l and e=O. 
The character M is occupied by the non-subgroup cychc set [g. q] if 
CWgIl”:= 1, M(g) # 8: 
which are equivalent to the conditions 
P I q(da + ebl and 4/e 
p I da + eb or 4 1 SC 
PJqd or 9 ;I ae 
After simplification these constraints become 
p1dafeb 
(1 l fc 
p/d or P k e. (iii 1 
The character M has alread:y been covered if c = 0 so we suppose that c # 3. 
Let f = 1, which together with c # 0 satisfies (ii). For each (a, b j, 0 < a, 
bdp-1, we need a (d,e)#(O,O), O<d, e<p--i, such thatpjda+eS. if 
a = 0, then let d = 1 and e q = 0. Similarly, if b = 0, then let d= 0 and e = 1. 
When both a and b are prime to p, then let d= I and let e be the solution 
of the congruence eb = --a (modulo p), which has a solution since b is 
prime to p. 
(5) In this step we will show that the above irreducible jk, M)- 
factorizations can be extended to all finite abehan groups except cyclic 
groups and groups of type (p”, p, . . . . p). Let G be a finite abelian group. 
the fundamental theorem of finite abehan groups, G is the direct sum of 
cyclic groups of prime power orders, G = 6, f . . -I- G,, where Gi is cychc 
and 
IGil = pf’, lQi6c 
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(The pimes pi are not necessarily different.) Consider subgroups 
H, c G1, . . . . H, c G,, 
where s d Y. The subgroups are assumed to be nontrivial (that is, to have 
more than one element). We prove that if the subgroup H = H, + ... + H, 
has an irreducible (k, n)-factorization then so does G for some new values 
of k and IZ. To prove this, let g,, . . . . g, be generators of Gi, . . . . G,, respec- 
tively. Note that 
Gl= Cgl, PII + Cplg,, PY’I 
is a l-factorization of G1 and the second cyclic subset is a cyclic group of 
order pyP1. So it can be factorized in a similar way until the remaining 
subgroup is equal to-H,. Thus we get the factorization 
G,=Cg,,p,l+Cp,g,,p,l+ ... + CiC’gl,P11+G;, 
where G; = H, and, similarly, 
Gi= Cg;, piI + [pigi, pi] + ..’ + [pt’gi, pi] + Gi, 
where G; = Hi for 1% i< s. For s + 16 i< Y we consider the same type of 
factorizations but for them G: is chosen to be a cyclic group of order pi. 
Thus G has a l-factorization in the form G = A + H+ B, where A is 
l-factorized by non-subgroup cyclic subsets, 
H=G;+ ... +G: and B=G:+, + ... + G:. 
Ifs+ 1 dj<r, then we have 
H+G;=H+[g;,pJ=H+[g;+h,p,] 
for any 12 in H. If we choose h so that pjh # 0, then an irreducible (k, n)- 
factorization of H leads to an irreducible (k, n + 1 )-factorization of H + G; 
with the same k. Since groups of type (pi, . . . . pi) have only reducible (k, n)- 
factorization, H is not of this type and so there is an h in H with pjh # 0. 
In this way each Gj can be replaced by a non-subgroup cyclic set. Using 
(3), (4), and (5) we now can complete the proof of the main result. Let G 
be a group of type 
Nl,l) (p, ) . ..) p;l(lJI), . ..) p;@J), . ..) P”,‘“J”), 
where pl, . . . . pu are different primes and 
46 1) > . . . k a(i, Si) 2 1 
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for 1 < id II. First suppose that u = 1. If s1 = I or sI > 2 bnl 
~$1, 2)= ... =a(l, sl)= 1, then by (3), G has only reducible (k, il)-f~~- 
torizations. Otherwise a( 1,2) > 2 and according to (4) and (5) its subgroup 
H of type (p:, pf) provides an irreducible (k, n)-factorization for G. Now 
suppose that u>,2. If s1 = ... = s, = 1, then G is cyclic and has only 
reducible (k, n)-faCtorizations. Otherwise si # 1 for so 
s1 3 2, then G has a subgroup H of type (ol 1 p1 3 p2) and therefore G has 
an irreducible (k, n)-factorization. This completes the proof. 
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